
 
 
1) Once set up & turned on, please allow eight days worth of repelling in 1 spot: 

This is how Cleanrth's Advanced Ultrasonic Bird Repeller works: 
Imagine that you hear a nearby car alarm going off.   The sound is very annoying, but it's 
not enough to make you leave the area immediately.   Eventually though, if the sound 
continues, you'll move to a different area and avoid that location as much as possible.  
For birds, the unit sounds like a car alarm that activates when they approach the area. 
 
Birds within the sensor's repelling area feel Uncomfortable & Disturbed.   
Birds outside of the repelling area will feel Normal and Comfortable again.    
 
Over time, this uncomfortable feeling trains the unwanted birds to avoid the area.  Birds 
aren't as smart as humans, and they can be stubborn, especially if they have a nest or 
access to easy food in the area, but they will eventually leave the area.   
 

It typically takes 16 days (sometimes sooner) to see bird-repelling results of this training  
 
2) Use the 8th day as a check point:  
Do you still see bird activity on this day? Has the issue diminished at 
all? If the problem has improved; great, please continue to use the 
device in its current settings. 
 
If the birds are still a major problem:  Adjust the Sonic Frequency  
Slightly Right toward the Middle.  Birds really react to audible noises.  
You might also consider using more than one device, each on a 
different Sonic Setting, for a surround-sound effect.  
 
Change in repelling is Key to Bird Repelling Success! After  
making these changes, please allow another eight days of repelling.  
 
3) Use the 16th Day as your last checkpoint: 
Has the issue diminished?  If not, then it’s time for us to help. Please Contact Us and we 
will move to what we like to call our Stage II worth of help: Free of Charge. 
 
As a company, we are here to help you solve any tough bird issues.   
 
Ways to Contact US:       
1)  If Ordered Online, it's "BEST" to Contact Us via the website you ordered from  
     (e.g., Amazon, Walmart, eBay, etc.)     
2)  Our Business E-mail:  info@cleanrth.com   
3)  Local Phone:   1-480-255-5113       
     Toll Free Phone:   1-855-707-7075  


